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Irish Orientalism - Joseph Lennon 2008-08-04
Centuries before W. B. Yeats wove Indian, Japanese, and Irish forms together in his poetry and plays, Irish
writers found kinships in Asian and West Asian cultures. This book maps the unacknowledged discourse of
Irish Orientalism within Ireland's complex colonial heritage.
Home, Belonging and Memory in Migration - Sadan Jha 2021-09-10
This volume explores ideas of home, belonging and memory in migration through the social realities of
leaving and living. It discusses themes and issues such as locating migrant subjectivities and belonging;
sociability and wellbeing; the making of a village; bondage and seasonality; dislocation and domestic
labour; women and work; gender and religion; Bhojpuri folksongs; folk music; experience; and the city to
analyse the social and cultural dynamics of internal migration in India in historical perspectives. Departing
from the dominant understanding of migration as an aberration impelled by economic factors, the book
focuses on the centrality of migration in the making of society. Based on case studies from an array of geocultural regions from across India, the volume views migrants as active agents with their own
determinations of selfhood and location. Part of the series Migrations in South Asia, this book will be useful
to scholars and researchers of migration studies, refugee studies, gender studies, development studies,
social work, political economy, social history, political studies, social and cultural anthropology, exclusion
studies, sociology, and South Asian Studies.
Bearing Witness - Doug Munro 2017-07-13
"Brij V. Lal is a singular scholar. His work has spanned disciplines—from history to politics—and
genres—from conventional monograph history, to participant history, political commentary, encyclopaedia,
biography and faction. Brij is without doubt the most eminent scholar Fiji has ever produced. He also
remains the most significant public intellectual of his country, despite having been banned from entering it
in 2009. He is also one of the leading Pacific historians of his generation, and an internationally recognised
authority on the Indian diaspora. This Festschrift volume celebrates, reflects upon and extends the life and
work of this colourful scholar. The essays, whose contributors are drawn from across the globe, do more
than review Brij’s work; they also probe his contribution to both scholarly and political life. This book will
therefore serve as an invaluable guide for readers from all walks of life seeking to better situate and
understand the impact of Brij’s scholarly activism on Fiji and beyond." — Clive Moore, University of
Queensland "It is a pleasure to commend this collection of very different essays that celebrate, reflect upon
and extend the life and work of a remarkable scholar. Although I have had, at times, a close association
with Brij Lal’s life and work, I have learned much from reading this book. It provokes further thought about
the course of democracy in Fiji, and the very sorry state and future of Pacific history and the humanities in
academia. Here is a timely assertion of the significance and major contribution that courageous scholars
such as Brij have made to the study and public awareness of these areas of concern." — Jacqueline Leckie,
University of Otago
Maharani's Misery - Verene Shepherd 2002
Following the abolition of slavery in the Caribbean, a concerted effort was made to replace enslaved labour
with indentured Indian labour. This is the story of one Indian woman's tragic experience in trying to
immigrate to the Caribbean in the 19th century.
South Asian Migrations in Global History - Neilesh Bose 2020-12-10
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This collection explores how South Asian migrations in modern history have shaped key aspects of
globalization since the 1830s. Including original research from colonial India, Fiji, Mexico, South Africa,
North America and the Middle East, the essays explore indentured labour and its legacies, law as a site of
regulation and historical biography. Including recent scholarship on the legacy of issues such as consent,
sovereignty and skilled/unskilled labour distinctions from the history of indentured labour migrations, this
volume brings together a range of historical changes that can only be understood by studying South Asian
migrants within a globalized world system. Centering south Asian migrations as a site of analysis in global
history, the contributors offer a lens into the ongoing regulation of labourers after the abolition of slavery
that intersect with histories in the Global North and Global South. The use of historical biography
showcases experiences from below, and showcases a world history outside empire and nation.
The Limited Raj - Anand A. Yang 2021-05-28
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California
Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact.
Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1989.
Colonialism and Knowledge in Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India - Javed Majeed 2018-08-31
This book is the first detailed examination of George Abraham Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India, one of
the most complete sources on South Asian languages. It shows that the Survey was characterised by a
composite and collaborative mode of producing knowledge, which undermines any clear distinctions
between European orientalists and colonised Indians in British India. Its authority lay more in its stress on
the provisional nature of its findings, an emphasis on the approximate nature of its results, and a strong
sense of its own shortcomings and inadequacies, rather than in any expression of mastery over India’s
languages. The book argues that the Survey brings to light a different kind of colonial knowledge, whose
relationship to power was much more ambiguous than has hitherto been assumed for colonial projects in
modern India. It also highlights the contribution of Indians to the creation of colonial knowledge about
South Asia as a linguistic region. Indians were important collaborators and participants in the Survey, and
they helped to create the monumental knowledge of India as a linguistic region which is embodied in the
Survey. This volume, like its companion volume Nation and Region in Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India,
will be a great resource for scholars and researchers of linguistics, language and literature, history,
political studies, cultural studies and South Asian studies.
Social Legislation of the East India Company - Nancy Gardner Cassels 2010-12-14
A hitherto unattempted survey of social legislation by the East India Company, this book identifies the
principles of Public Justice and Public Instruction as the inspiration for legislative decisions, some of which
resonate in post-colonial India. It dwells particularly on legislation which manipulated Muslim criminal law
in order to protect, and in some instances, create, the rights of women, slaves, bonded labourers and
victims of crime. It also examines the Company's cautious venture into the realm of civil law affecting the
ideals of religious toleration, remarriage of Hindu widows as well as inheritance and property law. Finally,
it considers excise as a regulatory instrument in the Company's administration of Pilgrim Taxes and
Abkarry revenue from liquor and opium. The book traces the journey of the small group of merchants, who
initially formed the East India Company, and while enviously guarding their sometimes piratical commercial
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interests, actually became a burgeoning nation state. It shows how...
Well-being in India - Lance Brennan
By using data on the height and weight of Indians, measured in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for
commercial or scientific reasons, the studies in this book trace trends in rural well-being in North and
South India over time, and consider the comparative well-being of different groups of men and women. It
also addresses questions of infant and child health, and examines the influence of reservation for social
groups on the physical markers of well-being.
Culture and Emotional Economy of Migration - Badri Narayan 2016-11-03
This book studies how the act of migration is a motivating constituent in the production of popular culture
in both the homeland and the destination. It looks at the formations of cultures in the process of identitymaking of approximately 200 million Indians scattered across the world, from colonial to contemporary
times. The volume is an in-depth exploration of the flow of cultures and their interactions through a study of
north Indian migrants who underwent two waves of emigration—from the Bhojpuri region to the Dutch
colony of Suriname between 1873 and 1916 to work on sugar, coffee, cotton and cocoa plantations, and
their descendants who moved to The Netherlands following the Surinamese independence in 1975. It
compares this complex network of cultures among the migrants to the folk culture of the Bhojpuri region
from where large-scale migration is still taking place. Drawing on archival records, secondary literature,
folk songs, rare photographs, and extensive fieldwork across continents—the Bhojpuri region, Mumbai,
Surat and Ghaziabad in India, and Suriname and The Netherlands—this book will be useful to scholars and
researchers of culture studies, labour studies, sociology, modern Indian history, migration and diaspora
studies. It will also interest the Indian diaspora, especially in Europe and the Americas.
Slavery in Arunachal Pradesh - Amrendra Kumar Thakur 2003
This Book Should Prove To Be Of Interest To Students And Researchers Of The Social And Economic
History Of The Tribal Societies Especially Of Arunachal Pradesh.
Emigration of Indian Labour, 1834-1900 - Panchanan Saha 1970

music has contributed to the formation of identity in the midst of their great diaspora. Myers details the
musical repertory of Felicity, which is based largely on north Indian genres including the traditional
Bhojpuri folk songs and drumming styles brought by the first indentured laborers in 1845. In her engaging
exploration of the fate of Indian classical music and new popular styles such as Hindi calypso, soca, and
chutney, she even finds herself at the ancestral home of Trinidadian V. S. Naipaul in India. Copiously
illustrated and accompanied by a compact disk, Music of Hindu Trinidad is a model ethnographic study.
Arising from Bondage - Ron Ramdin 2000-04
Arising from Bondage is an epic story of the struggle of the Indo-Caribbean people. From the 1830's
through World War I hundreds of thousands of indentured laborers were shipped from India to the
Caribbean and settled in the former British, Dutch, French and Spanish colonies. Like their predecessors,
the African slaves, they labored on the sugar estates. Unlike the Africans their status was ambiguous--not
actually enslaved yet not entirely free--they fought mightily to achieve power in their new home. Today in
the English-speaking Caribbean alone there are one million people of Indian descent and they form the
majority in Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago. This study, based on official documents and archives, as well
as previously unpublished material from British, Indian and Caribbean sources, fills a major gap in the
history of the Caribbean, India, Britain and European colonialism. It also contributes powerfully to the
history of diaspora and migration.
Peripheral Labour Annual Report on the Administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1866-67 - Calcutta The Bengal
Secretariat Office 2022-02-12
Reprint of the original, first published in 1867.
Global Indian Diaspora - Brinsley Samaroo 2021-11-23
Indian Diaspora World Convention was held in Trinidad in 2017 to commemorate the 1917 decision of the
Indian Legislature to end further recruitment of Indians for overseas indentured service. This part is
volume I of the two volume work Global Indian Diaspora. It is a significant addition to current research on
India’s cultural expansion into the Atlantic and Pacific worlds. In this volume, the former indentured
Empire speaks back, giving its side of the narrative, not in an apologetic accounting but rather on the
positive side in diverse ways. The Girmitiyas (lit. agreement signers) maintained their core values using
these to gain anchorage in the new places. At the same time, they prudently took advantage of agencies,
such as the Canadian Mission to gain admission to the wider westernized community. They maintained ties
with India through frequent visits of Indian scholars and missionaries. They equally preserved their cultural
observances derived from Indian antiquity adding diversity to the colonial society. All of these elements
combine to give a refreshing perspective on the globalization of the world, which started long before all the
time. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Abolition and Its Aftermath - David Richardson 2013-10-28
First published in 1987. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Crescent Over Another Horizon - Maria del Mar Logroño Narbona 2015-09-15
Muslims have been shaping the Americas and the Caribbean for more than five hundred years, yet this
interplay is frequently overlooked or misconstrued. Brimming with revelations that synthesize area and
ethnic studies, Crescent over Another Horizon presents a portrait of Islam’s unity as it evolved through
plural formulations of identity, power, and belonging. Offering a Latino American perspective on a wider
Islamic world, the editors overturn the conventional perception of Muslim communities in the New World,
arguing that their characterization as “minorities” obscures the interplay of ethnicity and religion that
continues to foster transnational ties. Bringing together studies of Iberian colonists, enslaved Africans,
indentured South Asians, migrant Arabs, and Latino and Latin American converts, the volume captures the
power-laden processes at work in religious conversion or resistance. Throughout each analysis—spanning
times of inquisition, conquest, repressive nationalism, and anti-terror security protocols—the authors offer
innovative frameworks to probe the ways in which racialized Islam has facilitated the building of new
national identities while fostering a double-edged marginalization. The subjects of the essays transition

Fragments of Empire - Madhavi Kale 2010-11-24
When Great Britain abolished slavery in 1833, sugar planters in the Caribbean found themselves facing the
prospect of paying working wages to their former slaves. Cheaper labor existed elsewhere in the empire,
however, and plantation owners, along with the home and colonial governments, quickly began importing
the first of what would eventually be hundreds of thousands of indentured laborers from India. Madhavi
Kale draws extensively on the archival materials from the period and argues that imperial administrators
sanctioned and authorized distinctly biased accounts of postemancipation labor conditions and participated
in devaluing and excluding alternative accounts of slavery. As she does this she highlights the ways in
which historians, by relying on these biased sources, have perpetuated the acceptance of a privileged
perspective on imperial British history.
Beyond Being Koelies and Kantráki - Margriet Fokken 2018
This book traces the self-positioning of Hindostani people in the face of British and Dutch colonial practices.
Originally from India and shipped to the Dutch colony of Suriname after the abolition of slavery, the
Hindostani served as contract labourers to keep the plantation system afloat from 1873. Central to the book
is the perspective of the Hindostani themselves. We travel alongside the Hindostani from the moment they
were recruited and their movement through the depots awaiting shipment, their travel experiences, their
arrival in Suriname, relocation to plantations, and their dispersal following the end of their contracts, either
as city workers, or farmers. All along, the book poses the question of identification: how did Hindostani
make sense of themselves, their fellow Hindostani, and Surinamese society? Stereotyped images make way
for insight in lived experience of lower and higher caste, Hindus and Muslims, men and women.
Music of Hindu Trinidad - Helen Myers 1998
Like many other small towns in Trinidad, Felicity is populated almost entirely by East Indians. In their
Caribbean exile, the residents of Felicity have created and recreated the music of their Hindu ancestors.
Music of Hindu Trinidad is a fascinating account of the history and cultural significance of Hindu music that
explores its symbolic, aesthetic, and psychological aspects while asking the larger question of how this
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from imperialism (with studies of morisco converts to Christianity, West African slave uprisings, and
Muslim and Hindu South Asian indentured laborers in Dutch Suriname) to the contemporary Muslim
presence in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Trinidad, completed by a timely examination of the United
States, including Muslim communities in “Hispanicized” South Florida and the agency of Latina conversion.
The result is a fresh perspective that opens new horizons for a vibrant range of fields.
Aspects of Indentured Inland Emigration to North-East India, 1859-1918 - Jagdish Chandra Jha
1996
Based Mainly On Archival Material, This Work Shows How The Tea Planters, The Colonial Government And
The Local Government Combined To Exploit The Meek And Docile Non-Assamese Immigrant Labour In
North-East India.
Coolitude - Marina Carter 2002-07
A deconstruction of the stereotypical depictions of the coolie in the British Empire.
Rising India and Indian Communities in East Asia - K Kesavapany 2008
This edited volume containing thirty-five chapters focuses on three main contemporary issues: the
phenomenon of "new Indians" in the past five decades, the impact of rising India on settled Indian
communities, and the recent migrants. By examining these interrelated aspects, this study seeks to address
questions like: what does "Rising India" mean to Indian communities in East Asia? How are members of
Indian communities responding to India's rise? Will India pay greater attention to people of ...
Annual Report on the Administration of th Bengal Presidency - 1865

even produced, by migration.
The New Review - 1890
Colonial and Decolonial Linguistics - Ana Deumert 2021-01-09
This volume offers a detailed exploration of coloniality in the discipline of linguistics, with case studies
drawn from across the world. The chapters provide a nuanced account of the coloniality of linguistics at the
level of knowledge and disciplinary practice, and expand their discussion to imagine a decolonial
linguistics.
Mutiny at the Margins: New Perspectives on the Indian Uprising of 1857 - Marina Carter 2013-04-11
The Mutiny at the Margins series takes a fresh look at the Revolt of 1857 from a variety of original and
unusual perspectives, focusing in particular on neglected socially marginal groups and geographic areas
which have hitherto tended to be unrepresented in studies of this cataclysmic event in British imperial and
Indian historiography. Global Perspectives (Volume 3) widens the geographical remit of the series and
examines the global dissemination and portrayal of the events of the uprising in the international press and
literature. It also examines the socio-economic aftermath of the events of 1857 and the experiences of
displaced mutineers in the broader colonial world.
Class Conflict and Modernization in India - Aniruddha Bose 2017-09-05
In the days of the British Raj Calcutta was a great port city. Thousands of men, women, and children
worked there, loading and unloading valuable cargoes that sustained the regional economy, and
contributed significantly to world trade. In the second half of the nineteenth century, in response to a shift
from sailing ships to steamers, port authorities in Calcutta began work on a massive modernization project.
This book is the first study of port labor in colonial Calcutta and British India. Drawing on primary source
material, including government documents and newspaper records, the author demonstrates how the
modernization process worsened class conflict and highlights the important part played by labor in the
shaping of the port’s modernization. Class Conflict and Modernization in India places this history in a
comparative context, highlighting the interconnected nature of port and port labor histories. It examines
how the port’s modernization affected the port workforce and the port’s managers, as well as the impact on
class formation that emerged as labourers resisted through acts of everyday resistance and organized
strikes. A detailed study of state power, technological change, and class conflict, this book will be of
interest to academics of modern Indian history, labour history and the history of science and technology.
annual report on the administration of the bengal presidency - 1868

Histories of Health in Southeast Asia - Tim Harper 2014-10-01
Health patterns in Southeast Asia have changed profoundly over the past century. In that period, epidemic
and chronic diseases, environmental transformations, and international health institutions have created
new connections within the region and the increased interdependence of Southeast Asia with China and
India. In this volume leading scholars provide a new approach to the history of health in Southeast Asia.
Framed by a series of synoptic pieces on the "Landscapes of Health" in Southeast Asia in 1914, 1950, and
2014 the essays interweave local, national, and regional perspectives. They range from studies of long-term
processes such as changing epidemics, mortality and aging, and environmental history to detailed accounts
of particular episodes: the global cholera epidemic and the hajj, the influenza epidemic of 1918, WWII, and
natural disasters. The writers also examine state policy on healthcare and the influence of organizations,
from NGOs such as the China Medical Board and the Rockefeller Foundation to grassroots organizations in
Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
The Routledge Handbook of Migration and Language - Suresh Canagarajah 2017-02-03
The Routledge Handbook of Migration and Language is the first comprehensive survey of this area,
exploring language and human mobility in today’s globalised world. This key reference brings together a
range of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary perspectives, drawing on subjects such as migration
studies, geography, philosophy, sociology and anthropology. Featuring over 30 chapters written by leading
experts from around the world, this book: Examines how basic constructs such as community, place,
language, diversity, identity, nation-state, and social stratification are being retheorized in the context of
human mobility; Analyses the impact of the ‘mobility turn’ on language use, including the parallel
‘multilingual turn’ and translanguaging; Discusses the migration of skilled and unskilled workers, different
forms of displacement, and new superdiverse and diaspora communities; Explores new research
orientations and methodologies, such as mobile and participatory research, multi-sited ethnography, and
the mixing of research methods; Investigates the place of language in citizenship, educational policies,
employment and social services. The Routledge Handbook of Migration and Language is essential reading
for those with an interest in migration studies, language policy, sociolinguistic research and development
studies.
Nation and Migration - Peter van der Veer 2016-11-11
Peter van der Veer and the contributors to this volume explore the relationship between South Asian
nationalism, migration, ethnicity, and the construction of religious identity. Although nationality and
diaspora seem to represent opposite ideas and values, the authors argue that nationalism is strengthened,
colonial-emigration-from-the-bengal-presidency
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Imperial Connections - Thomas R. Metcalf 2008-10-20
"Imperial Connections challenges the Eurocentrism implicit in many accounts of modern European empires.
Focusing on the British empire when it was at its zenith, Metcalf analyzes the pivotal role the Raj played in
the running of the empire in regions as far flung from one another as, say, Egypt, Uganda, Natal, and the
Malay peninsula. This innovative book is a real tour de force from a respected and versatile historian of
India."—Dipesh Chakrabarty, author of Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical
Difference "As he has done regularly throughout his career, Thomas Metcalf has once again refreshed the
study of British imperial history with a bold new perspective. Imperial Connections puts South
Asians—soldiers, policemen and labourers—right at the heart of his study."—C.A. Bayly, Cambridge
University, author of The Birth of the Modern World "This is a distinctly original study which re-centers
colonial power in provocative ways. Metcalf asks a simple question—why were Indians so persistently to be
found elsewhere in the British empire, and in such significant numbers? Then elegantly offers answers that
force us to re-think the operations of imperial power in critical ways. Wide-ranging, elegantly written, and
meticulously researched, Metcalf's is an important and a persuasive study."—Philippa Levine, author of
Prostitution, Race and Politics: Policing Venereal Disease in the British Empire, and forthcoming, The
British Empire, Sunrise to Sunset
Colonialism and Migration; Indentured Labour Before and After Slavery - P.C. Emmer 2012-12-06
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Hindus' rituals and the reorganization of their lives—they fabricated a "world religion" called Hinduism.
Coolies of the Empire - Ashutosh Kumar 2017-09-15
This book studies Indian overseas labour migration in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which
involved millions of Indians traversing the globe in the age of empire, subsequent to the abolition of slavery
in 1833. This migration led to the presence of Indians and their culture being felt all over the world. This
study delves deep into the lives of these indentured workers from India who called themselves girmitiyas; it
is a narrative of their experiences in India and in the sugar colonies abroad. It foregrounds the alternative
world view of the girmitiyas, and their socio-cultural and religious life in the colonies. In this book, the
author has developed highly original insights into the experience of colonial indentured migrant labour,
describing the ways in which migrants managed to survive and even flourish within the interstices of the
indentured labour system and how considerably the experience of migration changed over time.
Women, Gender and the Legacy of Slavery and Indenture - Farzana Gounder 2020-11-02
The age of imperialism ushered in a new phenomenon of large-scale organized migration of labourers
through the systems of slavery and indenture, which were devised to feed the colonial political-economy.
Another feature of such migrations was that it led to the permanent settlement of the uprooted African and
Asian labourers in the new lands. These developments, in the long run, intertwined the histories of the
‘ruler’ and the ‘ruled’, the so-called ‘civilized’ and the ‘uncivilized’ along with the people from various
continents, thus giving rise to plural societies. The narratives, however, remained dominated by the colonial
legacies and frames of reference. Today such historical colonial narratives are being challenged and
clarified through multi-disciplinary academic engagements. The authors in this volume take gender as a
prominent analytical category and raise new questions and understandings in the way we conceptualize,
document and write about gendered migrations in the diaspora. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell
or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

The Chinese in Latin America and the Caribbean - Walton Look Lai 2010
The Chinese migration to the Latin America/Caribbean region is an understudied dimension of the Asian
American experience. There are three distinct periods in the history of this migration: the early colonial
period (pre-19th century), when the profitable three-century trade connection between Manila and
Acapulco led to the first Asian migrations to Mexico and Peru; the classic migration period (19th to early
twentieth centuries), marked by the coolie trade known to Chinese diaspora studies; and the renewed
immigration of the late 20th century to the present. Written by specialists on the Chinese in Latin America
and the Caribbean, this book tells the story of Asian migration to the Americas and contributes to a more
comprehensive understanding of the Chinese in this important part of the world.
The Regulation of Religion and the Making of Hinduism in Colonial Trinidad - Alexander Rocklin
2019-02-07
How can religious freedom be granted to people who do not have a religion? While Indian indentured
workers in colonial Trinidad practiced cherished rituals, "Hinduism" was not a widespread category in India
at the time. On this Caribbean island, people of South Asian descent and African descent came
together—under the watchful eyes of the British rulers—to walk on hot coals for fierce goddesses, summon
spirits of the dead, or honor Muslim martyrs, practices that challenged colonial norms for religion and race.
Drawing deeply on colonial archives, Alexander Rocklin examines the role of the category of religion in the
regulation of the lives of Indian laborers struggling for autonomy. Gradually, Indians learned to narrate the
origins, similarities, and differences among their fellows' cosmological views, and to define Hindus,
Muslims, and Christians as distinct groups. Their goal in doing this work of subaltern comparative religion,
as Rocklin puts it, was to avoid criminalization and to have their rituals authorized as legitimate
religion—they wanted nothing less than to gain access to the British promise of religious freedom. With the
indenture system's end, the culmination of this politics of recognition was the gradual transformation of
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